TEACHING LEAVE IT
This command comes in very useful. It can stop your dog from approaching a person or another dog. It can actually save your dogs life if you were to drop some sort of poisonous medication. Or stop your dog from chasing a cat across a busy street. Leave It means teaching a dog to stop what she's doing, or thinking about doing, and look back at YOU. Once your dog is looking back at you, you have a greater chance of getting her to respond to further directions.
When teaching Leave It, it is important to catch the dog before she starts to become fixated on or lunge at something or someone. Once she starts, she is no longer in learning mode, and no amount of yelling or corrections will make a difference. If your timing is off, and you don't turn her in time, she will explode into a frenzy of barking , jumping on people or eating something dangerous. Above all, don't yell or correct the dog, or else you'll reinforce the undesirable behavior. Before teaching your dog to ignore or "leave it" very challenging items, people, dogs etc. Start off by teaching your dog to ignore a simple treat on the floor near her.
TEACHING SIMPLE LEAVE IT:
- The point of this exercise is that your dog leaves the treat dropped on the floor, while you are enticing him to look in your direction for another Reward / Treat. Your dog should never get anything you tell her to "leave". Only the treat you're rewarding her with for paying attention to you. (Rewards can be treats, affection, or game)
1.	Start off by having your dog sit. Put a treat in front of her about 2 feet out. Show her you have a treat in your other hand. Do not label her actions "leave it" quite yet.
2.	If she starts to move from her "sit" - cover the treat with your foot or hand and give your negative Cue.
3.	Show her the Reward / Treat near your face.  Start over from step 1. This may take some time, your dog needs to associate Leaving the treat on the floor with receiving a treat by paying attention to you.    If at any time your dog Leaves the treat on the floor and looks at you, Reward her. Once she is looking to you for the treat instead of the one on the floor you can start labeling her action "leave - it" - giving it a name.
4.	As your dog starts to understand that she should look at you and pay attention if she wants her treat, you can move it closer and closer. Eventually you will be able to drop a treat on the floor and your dog will automatically look at you for her Reward / Treat. You can incorporate this command into every day life.   Start with small distractions (a spoon dropped on the floor with tasty food stuck to it), move onto harder challenges (while hi the pet store, a child with a sucker is approaching)    Give the "leave -   it" command just as your dog sees or smells the temptation, she will look to you first, reward with a "YES" and a lot of praise if a treat is not available.

